SINCLAIR SUSPENDS AIRING ABC’S “POLITICALLY INCORRECT”

BALTIMORE (September 21, 2001) -- Sinclair Broadcast Group, Inc. (Nasdaq: SBGI) announced today that effective yesterday it has suspended the broadcast of the ABC Network’s “Politically Incorrect With Bill Maher” after inappropriate comments were made by the host and his guests.

Sinclair has seven ABC affiliates: KDNL-TV in St. Louis, MO; WSYX-TV in Columbus, OH; WGGB-TV in Springfield, MA; WXLV-TV in Greensboro, NC; WCHS-TV in Charleston, WVA; and WEAR-TV in Pensacola, FLA.

Sinclair Broadcast Group, Inc., the largest and one of the most diversified television broadcasting companies, currently owns and operates, or programs, 62 television stations in 40 markets. Sinclair’s television group includes FOX, WB, ABC, CBS, NBC, and UPN affiliates and reaches approximately 25.0% of all U.S. television households. Sinclair, through its wholly-owned subsidiary, Sinclair Ventures, owns equity interests in Internet-related companies including G1440, Inc., an Internet development and integration company. Sinclair has a strategic alliance with Acrodyne Communications, Inc., a manufacturer of transmitters and other television broadcast equipment. For more information, please visit Sinclair’s website at www.sbgi.net.
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